Introduction
Let K be a knot in S 3 and let Y 1 be the oriented 3-manifold obtained by +1-surgery on K. The following is one formulation of the "Property P" conjecture for knots:
Conjecture 1. If K is a non-trivial knot, then Y 1 is not a homotopy 3-sphere.
The purpose of this note is to prove the conjecture. The ingredients of the argument are: (a) Taubes' theorem [11] on the non-vanishing of the SeibergWitten invariants for symplectic 4-manifolds; (b) the theorem of Gabai [7] on the existence of taut foliations on 3-manifolds with non-zero betti number; (c) the construction of Eliashberg and Thurston [4] , which produces a contact structure from a foliation; (d) a recent result of Eliashberg [3] on concave filling of contact 3-manifolds; and (e) Witten's conjecture relating the Seiberg-Witten and Donaldson invariants of smooth 4-manifolds. Although the full version of Witten' s conjecture remains open, a weaker version that is still strong enough to serve our purposes has recently been announced as a theorem by Feehan and Leness [6] , following a program proposed by Pidstrigatch and Tyurin. With these ingredients, we shall prove:
Theorem 2. Let Y 1 be obtained by +1-surgery on a non-trivial knot K in S 3 . Then there is a non-trivial homomorphism ρ : π 1 (Y 1 ) → SO (3) .
It is known [9] that surgery on a non-trivial knot can never yield S 3 , so the Property P conjecture would follow from the Poincaré conjecture. Theorem 2 is a slightly sharper statement which implies Conjecture 1. The same techniques establish a closely-related theorem: Remarks. The authors were aware some time ago that Property P could be deduced from Witten's conjecture and other known results, if one only had a suitably general "concave filling" result for symplectic 4-manifolds with contact boundary, as explained later in this paper. At the time (around 1996), no concave filling results were known. The first general result on concave filling of contact 3-manifolds is given in [5] . More recently, Eliashberg has shown [3] that one can construct a concave filling compatible with a given symplectic form on a collar of the contact 3-manifold, provided only that the symplectic form is positive on the contact planes. It is this stronger result from [3] that we need here.
Donaldson invariants and Seiberg-Witten invariants (i) Donaldson invariants and simple type
Let X be a smooth, closed, oriented 4-manifold, with b + (X) odd and greater than 1, and b 1 (X) = 0. Fix a homology orientation for X. For each w ∈ H 2 (X; Z), the Donaldson invariants of X (constructed using U (2) bundles with first Chern class w) constitute a linear map
where A(X) is the symmetric algebra on H 2 (X; Z) ⊕ H 0 (X; Z). Our notation here follows [10] , and we write x for the element of A(X) corresponding to the positive generator of H 0 (X; Z). We make A(X) a graded algebra, by putting the generators from H 2 (X; Z) in degree 2 and the generator x in degree 4. With this grading, the restriction
The manifold X is said to have simple type if the invariant satisfies
for all z in A(X). This notion was introduced in [10] , where it was shown that X has simple type if it contains a tight surface: a smoothly embedded oriented surface Σ whose genus g satisfies 2g
For manifolds of simple type, it is natural to introduceD
If z is homogeneous of degree 2d, then only one of the terms on the right can be non-zero because of the congruence (1); and both terms are zero unless
We combine the Donaldson invariants to form a series
We regard this as a formal power series for h ∈ H 2 (X; R). The main result of [10] Remarks. The classes K r are called the basic classes of X. The theorem is supposed to include the case that the Donaldson invariants are identically zero. This is the case s = 0. The Donaldson series is always either an even or an odd function of h, according as b + (X) is equal to −1 or 1 mod 4 respectively. So the non-zero basic classes come in pairs differing by sign.
It is more common today to use the terms "simple type" and "basic classes" to refer to properties defined not by the Donaldson invariants but by the SeibergWitten invariants, as explained below. We will therefore refer to these as Dsimple type and D-basic classes henceforth, to avoid ambiguity.
(ii) Seiberg-Witten invariants and Witten's conjecture
The Seiberg-Witten invariants of a 4-manifold X such as the one we are considering (with b + odd and greater than 1 and b 1 = 0) are a function on the set of Spin c structures on X. For each Spin c structure s, they define an integer SW (s) ∈ Z. To simplify our notation, we shall assume that X has no 2-torsion in its second cohomology: in this case, s is determined by the first Chern class K of the corresponding half-spin bundle S + , and we can regard SW as a function of K:
The manifold X is said to have SW -simple type if SW (K) = 0 whenever K 2 is not equal to 2χ + 3σ. The SW -basic classes are the classes K ∈ H 2 (X; Z) with SW (K) = 0. The following is a stripped-down version of Witten's conjecture from [12] . 
where c(X) is a non-zero rational number depending on X.
An important corollary of this conjecture is the assertion that the Donaldson invariants are non-zero if the Seiberg-Witten invariants are non-zero and X has SW -simple type. Witten's conjecture also gives the value of c(X) as
but we will not need this statement.
(iii) The theorem of Feehan and Leness
A weaker version of Witten's conjecture is established by Feehan and Leness in [6] . We rephrase Theorem 1.1 of [6] here, specializing to the case that X has SWsimple type, and simplifying the statement to suit our needs, as follows. The theorem involves a choice of auxiliary class Λ ∈ H 2 (X; Z) with Λ − w = w 2 (X) mod 2. In the version we state here, we take Λ to be the class dual to a tight surface in X. This ensures that Λ · K is zero, for all SW -basic classes K. It also ensures that X has D-simple type. Set
We may replace Λ by any multiple of Λ, to make N as large as we might need.
Theorem 6 ([6]
). Let X be a 4-manifold with b 1 = 0 and b + odd and greater than 1. Suppose that X has no 2-torsion in its second cohomology and has SWsimple type. Suppose in addition that X contains a tight surface with positive self-intersection number. Let Λ and N be as above, and let d be an integer in the range
Here p d is a weighted-homogeneous polynomial,
whose coefficients C a,b ∈ Q are universal functions of χ(X), σ(X) and N . Remark. The second condition is much more restrictive than necessary, but suffices for our application.
Proof of the corollary. The assertion of Conjecture 5 is an equality
of analytic functions on H 2 (X; R), where c(X) is a non-zero rational number. We are assuming that X contains a tight surface, so X has D-simple type. If we change w to w ′ , then we know how D w changes, from Theorem 4, and we know also how the right-hand side changes. It is therefore enough to verify the conjecture for one particular w. We take w to be an integral lift of w 2 (X).
Let Λ ∈ H 2 (X; Z) be some large multiple of the class dual to the tight surface. We take the multiple to be even, so that w − Λ = w 2 (X) mod 2, as required in the setup that precedes Theorem 6. All the SW -basic classes and all the D-basic classes are orthogonal to Λ by the adjunction inequality. If we write h = h 1 + h 2 , where Λ · h 1 = 0 and h 2 is in the span of the dual of Λ, then
The same holds for the function defined by the right-hand side of (3). So it is enough to verify that the conjecture holds for the restriction of the Donaldson series to the kernel of Λ. Let X * be a hypersurface in CP 3 with the same Euler number and signature as X. We take Λ * in H 2 (X * ; Z) to be a class orthogonal to the canonical class K * of X * , represented by tight surface. By replacing Λ * and Λ by suitable multiples, we can arrange that they have the same square N . When the degree of X * is even, the congruence (2) asserts that d is even. The Donaldson invariants of X and X * are even functions on the second homology in this case, and the Seiberg-Witten invariants satisfy SW (K) = SW (−K) in both cases.
We apply Theorem 6 to X * , with w = 0. The SW -basic classes are ±K * , and SW (±K * ) = 1, and we learn that
for all h orthogonal to Λ * . This formula determines the coefficients C a,b entirely, in terms of the Donaldson invariants of X * , because the linear function K * and the quadratic form Q are algebraically independent as functions on this vector space.
In particular, we see that C a,b is independent of N . We can therefore sum over all d, and write
On the other hand, we know from Theorem 4 that D 0 X * has the special form given in there; and we also know that the Donaldson invariants of this complex surface are not identically zero. Thus
where f : R → R is a non-zero even function of the form
for some rational numbers α r and λ r ≥ 0. The rational numbers λ r are such that the D-basic classes of X are ±λ r K * . The basic classes are supposed to be integer classes, and this constrains the denominator of λ r . The adjunction inequality also implies that λ r ≤ 1.
With this information about C a,b , we can now apply Theorem 6 to our original X, to deduce that
as functions on the orthogonal complement of Λ. If any of the λ r are not integral, then this formula is inconsistent with Theorem 4, because the SW -basic classes K for X are primitive, because X contains a sphere of square −1. The D-basic classes are also all non-zero for X, for the same reason, and this means that no λ r can be zero. So λ r can only be ±1, and it follows that f (K) is simply a multiple of cosh(K). This establishes the result.
Proofs of the theorems (i) Concave filling
Let Y be a closed oriented 3-manifold (not necessarily connected), and ξ an oriented contact structure compatible with the orientation of Y . This means that ξ is the 2-plane field defined as the kernel of a 1-form α on Y , and α ∧ dα is a positive 3-form. If Y is the oriented boundary of an oriented 4-manifold of W , then a symplectic form ω on W is said to be (weakly) compatible with ξ if the restriction ω| Y is positive on the 2-plane field ξ. The following is proved in [3] . Because we will need to construct an (X, Ω) satisfying some additional mild restrictions, we summarize how X is constructed as a smooth manifold (without concern for the symplectic form). Proof. The hypothesis implies that H 1 (Y ′ ; Z) → H 1 (W ; Z) is surjective also. Choose the Z i to have trivial first homology, as explained above, and the lemma then follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence.
In a similar vein, we have:
is surjective, so we may replace W by W ′ in the statement. If we arrange that
now follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for cohomology.
We can also specify the Euler number and signature quite freely subject to some inequalities: Lemma 11. We can choose X so that its Euler number and signature are the same as those of X * , where X * is a smooth hypersurface in CP 3 whose degree is even and at least 6. At the same time, we can arrange that X contains a sphere with self-intersection −1.
Proof. Our strategy is to arrange that X has the same b + as some X * but has smaller b − . We then blow up X at enough points to make the value of b − agree also.
Let V → CP 1 be a symplectic Lefschetz fibration with b 1 (V ) = 0 and the same fiber genus as Z i . Replace Z i byZ i , the Gompf fiber-sum of Z i and V . The effect on b + (X) is to add to it the quantity
Here g is the fiber genus. If we use two different Lefschetz fibrations, V and V , for which n + (V ) and n + (Ṽ ) are coprime, then the set of values that we can achieve for b + (X) includes all sufficiently large integers. For hypersurfaces X * in CP 3 of large degree, the ratio b − (X * )/b + (X * ) approaches 2. We can therefore achieve our objective by forming a fiber-sum with many copies of V , provided the ratio n − (V )/n + (V ) satisfies
This ratio condition is quite common for Lefschetz fibrations. We need one last lemma of this sort.
Lemma 12.
We can choose X so that it contains a tight surface of positive self-intersection number.
Proof. We can choose a Lefschetz fibration V → CP 1 containing a tight surface disjoint from a fiber. We then replace on Z i by a Gompf fiber-sum, as in the previous lemma.
(ii) Proof of Theorem 2 Let Y 1 be the result of +1-surgery on a non-trivial knot K, and let Y 0 be the manifold with H 1 (Y 0 ) = Z obtained by 0-surgery. According to Floer's exact triangle [1] , the instanton Floer homology group HF (Y 1 ) is isomorphic to the Floer homology group HF (Y 0 ), where the latter is refers to the group constructed using the SO (3) bundle P → Y 0 with non-zero w 2 . We suppose that the knot K contradicts Theorem 2. Then HF (Y 1 ) is zero, and the exact triangle tells us that HF (Y 0 ) is zero also. We therefore have: Proof. When X is decomposed along Y 0 as in the proposition, then the value of D w X (x m h n ) can be expressed as a pairing
where ψ X1 and ψ X2 are relative invariants of X 1 and X 2 taking values in the Fukaya-Floer homology group HFF (Y 0 , δ) and its dual, where δ is a 1-cycle in Y 0 (see [2] ). The vanishing of HF (Y 0 ) implies the vanishing of HFF (Y 0 , δ) also, which explains the proposition.
Remark. It is possible to avoid the use of the full exact triangle, and to avoid mentioning any type of Floer homology in the proof of this proposition. The hypothesis on K means that the equations for a flat SO(3) connection on Y 0 with w 2 non-zero admit a holonomy-type perturbation (of the sort described in [1] ), so that resulting equations admit no solutions. (In other language, the Chern-Simons functional has a holonomy-type perturbation after which it has no critical points.) The vanishing of the Donaldson invariants for X then follows from a straightforward degeneration argument.
According to [7] , the manifold Y 0 has a taut foliation by oriented 2-dimensional leaves and is not the product manifold S 1 × S 2 if K is non-trivial. By the results of [4] , the existence of this foliation implies that product manifold
carries a symplectic form ω, weakly compatible with contact structures ξ + and ξ − on the boundary components {1} × Y 0 and {−1} × Y 0 . By Theorem 8, we may embed (W, ω) in a closed symplectic 4-manifold (X, Ω). We can choose X to satisfy the extra conditions in the four lemmas above.
Being symplectic, the manifold X has SW -simple type and non-trivial SeibergWitten invariants, by the results of [11] . The conditions imposed in Lemmas 9 and 12 ensure that Corollary 7 applies, so Witten's conjecture, in the form of Conjecture 5, holds for X. It follows that the Donaldson invariants D w X are non-trivial, for all w.
However, the 3-manifold Y 0 ⊂ X divides X into two pieces X 1 and X 2 , both of which we may take to have positive b + . The condition of Lemma 10 allows us to choose a w ∈ H 2 (X; Z) whose restriction to Y 0 is the generator. For this choice of w, Proposition 13 tells us that D w X is zero. This is a contradiction. Gabai's theorem [7] supplies Y with a taut foliation, so we can embed Y as a separating hypersurface in a symplectic 4-manifold X. We can again arrange that X has the same betti numbers and signature as a hypersurface in CP 3 and contains a sphere of square −1 and a tight surface. Because we can also arrange that the restriction map on second cohomology is surjective, we may suppose there is a class w ∈ H 2 (X; Z) whose restriction to Y becomes v when reduced mod 2.
The hypothesis that v has non-zero pairing with some integer class ensures that there is a well-defined Floer homology group HF v (Y ) constructed from the connections with w 2 = v (see [2] ). If there are no such flat connections, then HF v (Y ) is zero, and it follows thatD w X is identically zero, as before. On the other hand, Conjecture 5 holds for X, and we have the same contradiction as before.
